A general expression for the noise-power spectrum generated by t he random emission of electrons of arbitrary trajectori es within a wavegu ide is obtained. A n ume rical solut ion of t he potential distribution within a plane d iode is effected , and a famil y of curves from wh ich the potential di stribu t ion may be obtained is graphed. A graphical co mparison bet ween several actual potential distribution s and Von Laue's solu tion is gi,·en. The above resul ts are u t ili zed to derive t he equ ivalent mean-square fl uctuation current du e to the space charge w ith in a diode for two cases of potential d istribution, namely, t he linear di s tribution, and t hat di stribu tion which occur at the neighborhood of the beginning of the retarding field. For t he case of t he li near potent ial distribution, the equivalent no ise temperatu re of the diode con ductance is sho\\'l1 to be eq ual to th e cathode tempe ratu re.
Introduction
A considerable increase at high frequencies in bo th the shot noise and conductance of a n egatively biased diodc over the theor ctical valu cs computed on the basis of zero transit angle has been reported in the recent literature by several investigators. C. N . Smyth [1] 2 observed excessive damping and noise from a negatively biased diode at 3,300 Mc/s, and suggested it was due to currents induced by spltce charge. A. Van del' Zie1 [2] and A. Versnel (3) reported preliminary measurements on the equivalent noise cUlTent, and on the conductance of a negatively biased diode at wavelengths of 5.8 and 7.25 m , over a range of anode voltages.
In this paper the noise-power spectrum of a diode with a retarding field 3 will b e investigated theoretically, taking into account only the noise power generated by those electrons with . insufficient energy to reach the plate, in order to be able to evaluate the equivalent mean square current fluctuations due to space charge alone. 4 
B ecause
I A dissertation submitted to the faculty of thc Graduate School of Arts alld Sciences of the Catholic University of America in partial fulfillment of the requ irements for the degree of Doctor of Pbilosophy.
, Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 3 B y a retarding field is mcant one in wh ich the slope of the potential curve is always 1legative.
• For brevity, the term "space charge" will henceforth be used to designate the' aggregate of electrons that have insufficient energy to reach the plate.
Noise Spectrum of Retarding Field Diode of' the mathematical intractability of the potential distribu tion, the analysis is carried out only for the case of large aturation cUITcnt, when the slope of the potential curve at the anode is small, and the case of small saturation current, wh en the potential distribu tion is essentially linear. For the latter case, the equivalent. temperature of the condu ctance is shown to be eq ual to th e cathode temperature.
COillcidentally, the noise power spectrum generated by electrons of prescrib ed trajectory within a waveguide of arbitrary cross section is developed, partly because the results can be immediately applied to the specific problem of n, diode across a transmission line, and partly because the results are n ecessary for intended investiga tions of noise from transit-time devices within waveguides.
II. Noise Spectrum
In this section 5 will be derived an expreSSIOn for th e noise power generated by random emi ssion within a waveguide, or a transmission line. The latter is to be regarded as a special case of the former, in which the particular mod e propagated is the TEM mod e, and the word "guid e" will be used to designate both. Although in this paper only th e particular case of a retarding-field diode
• MKS units are employed throughout tbis paper. , connected to a transmission line will be considered in detail, the noise spectrum of a diode inserted within a cylindrical guide of arbitrary cross section will be treated, since the generalization involves little further complication, and it seems desirable to have an explicit treatment of the problem for purposes of future reference (e. g., computation of the noise power generated by electronic transit-time devices within waveguides) . It is assumed that the cathode and anode surfaces of the diode coincide with parts of the guide surface, so that there are no discontinuities due to the electrode structure. In other words, electrons emitted from a given portion of the guide surface describe a trajectory that is prescribed for electrons with given initial velocity by a given direct-current potential and impinge on another portion of the guide surface. It is assumed that the given direct-current potential has no minimum, so that the results of this section will apply either to the case of a temperature-saturated diode, or one with a reta, rding field, in which the anode voltage is sufficiently below the cathode, so that the slope of the potential curve at the anode is negative. If no direct-current potential minimum exists, the perturbations of the trajectory of electrons with a given initial velo city due to small fluctuations in the space-charge potential will be small, and it is assumed that they can be neglected . If a potential minimum exists ( fig. 1 ), there is a discontinuous change in trajectory for electrons having just eno ugh initial energy to reach the potential mlmmum, so that a small Accordingly, then, it may reasonably be assumed that each electron with a given initial velocity traverses a fixed traj ectory independently of all other electrons; thus, one may regard the resulting electromagnetic pulses generated by each electron as random events.
The guide is considered to have its axis in the z-direction, and to be terminated at either end by a matched load, with the diode in the center. The immediate problem is to compute the average noise energy absorbed by each lo ad, due to electrons having an arbitrary trajectory. Only the case where the range in frequency is such that the guide supports only the dominant mode will be considered.
Then if E = Eo exp(jwt) represents the electric field of the dominant mode generated by a current density J = J o exp(jwt), it is shown in appendix 1 that
Here iJ. is th e magnetic permeability, and dr' is an element of volume occupied by the current density. w= 2rrj is the angular frequency, a the phase constant for the dominant mode, and b is the corresponding normal mode [4) . Some properties of b are briefly discussed in appendix 1. r (x,Y, z) and r ' (x',y' ,z' ) are the coordinate vectors of the field and source points, respectively. If the current density J (r ' ) has negligible cross section, J (r ' ) dr' = J (r ') ds', where J(r') is the current flowing at (x' ,y', z'), and d s' is the incremental displacemenL along the path of current flow, s', corresponding to dr'. Equation 1 then becomes
When the current J(x',y', z' ) consists of an electron of charge e following the traj ectory s', e f a> (3) where t' represents the time at which the electron is at (x' , y', z'), and o(t-t' )= O, for t~t', and fo (t -t' )dt = 1. Accordingly, the field generated by an electron is
where th e-variable of integration is changed from s' to t' , vet' ) = ds' frit', and to is the transit time of the electron. Let r to
Since H =jfJ. l.w curl E , one finds similarly that
[ -jak X ~+curl bJ (7) Since it is desired that E (t) be real, a i defined as an odd function of w, so that the imaginary parts of the in tegrals ill cq. 6 and 7 vanish , since they arc odd functions of w.
The instantaneous power flow due to the passage of a single elec tron, is, by Poynting's Theorem ,
where n is a unit normal to t hc surface S '. If one utilizes the orthogonality properties of the normal modes, as s tated in eq. 94 (9) Since the pulses of energy are random, or statistically independent, the average power flow , by Campbell's Theorem [5] , is 
If one defin es WfJ. /a = Z, the wave imp edance, then (13) , ,, e consider now a plane parallel transmission line, with planes a distance a apart, and of width d ( fig. 2 ). For this case, b = i/ {ad, and a = w{;;, whor e i is a unit vector in th e x-direc tion, and ~ is the specific inductive capaci ty of free space. H ence, (14) where s (w) = rto v (t'). i expj( w~;; z' -wt') dt' ( 15 ) 
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If the trajectory is considered to be in the x,Y , plane, and the >linear dimensions of the ca thode small compared to the wavelength corresponding to any frequency in the range considered , then one may take z' = 0 and let the origin of cOOI'dinates be at the cathode. Equation 15 becomes
I s(w) = ( tov (t' ). i exp (-jwt')dt'.
Jo -raa (16) In order to compu te the power sp ectrum from a diode wi~h a r etarding field the trajectories must be computed, and this r equires that th e potential distribution for the case of a retarding field be determined. This is indicated in the next section.
III. Potential Within a Plane Parallel
Diode Subject to a Retarding Field
Rigorous Solution
The potential distribution within a conducting diode has been thoroughly investigated by Fry [7] and Langmuir [8] , among others. However, Fry limited his investigations to the case where the potential has a minimum. Von Laue [9] has exhaustively treated the poten tial distribution of a diode for th e case of a r etarding fi eld, where it is assumed that the plate cun ent, I v) makes a negligible contribu tion to the potential in comparison to the contribution made by those electrons that n ever reach the anode. In other words, Von Lau e assumes that the electron gas between the two electrodes is in statistical equilibrium, and that the space-charge distribution is governed by the familiar relation, P= Po exp ( -~;;: } where p is the space charge p er unit volume. Since the rigorous potential distribution for the case of a r etarding fi eld has never been investigated, it was believed desirable that this be done, in order to check the accuracy and range of Von Laue's solution.
The separation , a, between cathode and anod e ( fig. 3 ) is considered to be sufficiently small with respect to the area of the electrodes so that edge effec ts may be neglected, an d the potential distribution is governed by 78 (17) where 11 is the potential, p th e charge density, and t = 1/367r.1O-9 farad per meter. so that the slope of the potential Vex) is always negative.
The following analysis follows Fry's analysis of the a-space precisely, and is outlined here for completeness. The only difference, of co urse, is that her e t he constant of integration is not zero, as it is wh en one has a potential minimum. If Vo represents the initial velo city of an electron, and v is its velocity at position x, (18) where e= -1.60 10-19 coulomb, is the charge of the electron , and Al= 9.10-3 \ is the mass of the electron in kilograms.
At a given position x, those electrons having initial velocities such that 1 /2Mv~<e V never reach x; those having initial velocities such that e V< 1 /2 2v.fv~< eVl pass by x twice, going and returning. Those having ini tial velo ci t is such that 1 j2lv1v~>e VI are captured by Lhe plate and pass the point only once. Accordingly, th e charge d ens ity is given by 
FV -/vo-rV
Integrat.ing eq 20 between the limits:1 and a, \\'e get
Since thc initial velocities are distributed according to the lIaxwell-Boltzmann distribution, (22) in whi ch N is Lhe total number of electrons emitted per sq uarc meter p cr second , k is Boltzm91lli's constant, lc = 1.38 10 -23 , and l' is the absolute temperature.
I o= Ne,
where 10 is Lhe saturation current density. If one changes to reduced variables, and where
and For brevity, let (2 ) and (29) Accordingly, eq 26 may be \\T riLten as (;10)
The valu e of m is deLermi ned by th e boundary condilion aL the cathode. Since for large values of 1], j(1]) -7 2e~, Lhe upper limit of the inLegral in eq 32 may be replaced by infinity, so that one h as, approximately, J Since ~I is proportional to I t, it may be inferred from the above equation that a large value of m 2 implies a small value of plate current, and that a small value of m 2 implies a relatively large value of plate current.
North's paper [10] To determine the potential distribution of a given tube, one first determines ~I and 171 from the given values of cathode temperature, plate cu 1 ' -r ent, or saturation current, plate voltage, and plate-cathode separation, a. Then, from the family of ~, 71 curves plotted in figure 4 , one determines the particular curve of the family that passes tlu'ough the point ~I, 711' From this curve 71W ,(71 < I7I ,~< h ), the potential V (x) within the diode may be determined from (35) according to the definitions of ~ and 71 (eq 24 and 25).
. Approximate Analytic Expressions for the Potential
In order to obtain an analytic approximation for the potential , one must examine approximations to j (71) that will make the equation 
For T = 1,OOO° K, k e T = 11.7, and T} = 11.7 ( 1l1 -1l) .
For negative plate voltages of one volt or more, T} will be larger thall , say 2, over most of the voltage range, 80 that the approximation j(T} )~2 (e~-l) will be fair-ly good over most of the range of T}. This is illustrated in table 2, where jeT} ) and 2(e~-1 ) are tabulated for O< T} < 9. For ' which is Von Laue's expression [9] , infelTccl from th e assumption that eq uilibrium ex ists. It is equivalent to which in turn implies th at the space charge distribution is where /27rM
If one integrates the rigorous expression for P in eq 19, one gets
Since for T} > 2, it is seen that the approximate expression for p approaches the rigorous expression fairly closely for ' 1/ > 2, and accordingly, the approximate expression for the potential mus t also approach the true potential in this region. 2 = 0 , and rn 2 = 3. For rn 2 = 3, the agreement between the two solu tions is excellent, and even for m 2 = 0 , the worst possible case for a given value of 7f1' the agreement is fail' .
Unfortunately, the expressions for the potential obtained from eq 43 and 45 do not permit the time of transit of an electron as a function of its position to be calculated explicitly, which is necessary for an evalua tion of the noise power spectrum.
However, the potential distribution given by ef( 44 approximates fairly ,veIl the shape of the poten tial curve for small rn 2 , that is, 0 < rn'< 20 (large f o). In figure 5 graphs are plotted of the true reduced potential distribution, V /V 1 = currents, one may usc eq 44 for obtaining an approximaLe potential distribution and thence calculating the noise spectrum. For the case of small plate cW'r ents, and large negativr anode voltages, the reduced potential distribution approaches a straight line of unit slop e, also graphed in fi gUTe 5 under th e label m= -11 1 j~I' Accordingly, the follo\\~ing sedion proceeds with th e calcula tion of Lb e noi se-power spectrum for the two cases, large pla te curren t (m 2 small ) and small plate CUTrent (m 2 Iarge).
IV. Noise Power Spectrum for a Diode In this pa per only the contribution to the noise spectrum made by those electrons that n ever reach th e plate, but which r etmn to the cathode will be consid ered , sin ce tbe effec t of those electrons which constitute the plate cW'rent has been treated by Rack [11) . Accordingly, one considers only elec trons whose initial kinetic ellCrgy, E , is less than e VI.
For an elec tron emit ted a t t= O, the timo a t which it has position x is given by
If one substitutes for U(x) its value given by eq 47 and integrates
for 0:::::::' t:::::::. to/2, where to is the transit time of the electron.
. so th at According to eq 14 and 16, the n oise power, PE , absorbed by each load in the frequ en cy r ange l1i, du e to elec trons with ini tial energy E, is
and where h is that portion of th e satlll'ation current composed of elec trons of en ergy E .
Since t(x ) and t' (x )
, th e first and second t imes at which the electron passes the point x, respect ively, ar c rela ted by and since
L etting
where Xm is the maximum value of x, Substituting eq 52 in eq 57 and 58,
• To simplify the above somewhat, the substitution
is made, and one obtains
where the value for b given by eq 48 has been substituted.
Since the energy distribution of the electrons is Maxwellian,
and since the resultant noise power due to uncorrelated noise sources is simply the sum of the powers of the individual sources [5] , the resultant noise power spectrum due to all the electrons that r~turn to the cathode is
where P represents the noise power absorbed by each matched load in the interval Ilj=llw/27r. r yE/2kT .
A ( -JE/2kT)= Jo ue-u2 s111
Integrating the above equation by parts,
84
The diode shunted by two matched transmission lines is now replaced by its equivalent circuit, namely, a diode shunted by impedance Zo/2. The equivalent mean square fluctuation current, i2 is defined by (66) where 20= -J Jt / € a/d is the characteristic impedance of the line. If the impedance of the diode is large compared to 2 0, which is assumed to be true, i2 represents the equivalent mean square fluctuation current that would flow through a diode shortcircuited at frequency f.
From eq 65 and 66,
where (68) Since
2kT from eq 48 and 51, letting 
Or, integrating by parts,
Since A 2( -JE/2kT ) approaches zero as E /kT for E /kT small , and incr eases exponentially as exp (E/kT) for E /kT> 1, and since on e is inter ested rev, For this case, the potential en ergy of the electron is and the time, t, an electron reaches a point x, is given by
Following the same procedure as in case 1, one finds for the noise power absorb ed by each load in the frequency interval D.j,
wher e a= w-J2M a/e V I.
Th e equivalen t mean square fluctuation current through the diode is
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For low enough frequencies, such that (J~eVI < O . 3, the expression in brackets apprOXimately equals (J2EJ9. Since also, In appendix 2 it is shown that where (85) and F is Kummer 's function [12] , also known as the conflu ent hypergeometric fUllction. Accordingly, the expression for ii may be written, ~_ I6Ioe { ( + 2) _lDF (13) }i () The shunt conduptance, g, of the space-charge within a diode has recently b een calculated by Begovich [13] , who finds 6 g~ kT(t~)'1 (H2W), --F(Hw )-ll' (87) where w is defined above (eq 85) and F (~,~, w) is the confluent hypergeometric function [12] .
If the above value of g, and the value of i2 given by eq 86 . are substituted in the Nyquist formula [24] , where T eQ is the equivalent temperature of the conductance, it is immediately found that
• 'I'be writer is indebted to N . Begovicb for a personal communication amplifying the material containcd in reference [13J .
(82)
For large values of VI, or for high frequencics, thc upper limit in eq 80 may be taken as infinity with n egligible error. Accordingly, eq 80 may be rewritten as (83) (84) (88) in agreement with the exp erimental resul ts obtained by Van del' Ziel [3] .
VI. Summary 1. A general expression for the noise power spectrum generated by the random emission of electrons of arbitrary trajectories within a \\ aveguide is developed in section 1.
2. A numerical solution of the potential distribution within a plane diode is effected in section II, and a family of curves from which the potential distribution may be obtained is graphed in figure 4 . A graphical comparison between. several actual potential distributions and their approximate representation is given in figure 5 .
3. The r esults of sections I and II are utilized to derive the equivalent mean square fluctuation current du e to the space charge within a diode for two types of a retarding potential distribution, namely, the linear distl'ibution, and those distributions whose slope at the plate is sman.
4. Utilizing the results of section III, and a recently computed value of the conductance due to the space charge within a diode, the equivalent noise temperature is shown to be equal to the cathode temperature.
The author is greatly indebted to K. F . Herzfeld for his many helpful discussions and generous guidance during the course of this work. Also, the writer is extremely grateful to H. Lyons, chief cartesian coordinate which is parallel to the axis of th e guide. The normal mod es, bj of electric type for a cylindrical guid e are a doubly infinite set obtained by two independent processes [15, 4] .
where k IS a uni t vector in the z-direction , and wher e (9 0) and n · \l U j= O on S, th e surface of the guide. n is normal to S. 7 The Vi should not be confused with the letter v used in seetion I to represent veloeity.
Noise Spectrum of Retarding Field Diode where \l2Vj+ !3;Vj = 0 , and Vj= O on S, except for th e TEM case for wh ich !3 j= O, and n X \l 0., = ° on S. The ph ase constant a correspond ing to each bj is given by (96) and L J= b j exp ( ± ja z) satisfies the vector wave equation
Utilizing th e above properties of th e normal modes, the field within a guide excited by an arbitr ary current distribution will be determined by a method due to B ethe [4] .
Using 
87
, I
Consider a current element within the guide at z=z', and take matched loads at the two planes, Z= 0 and Z= ZI' Expanding the field E in terms of the normal modes, let
Since B is continuous at Z = z', and since the b J are orthogonal,
If one substitutes the value of B given by eq 101 in eq 100, and lets D = b J exp( -jaJz), and integrates the left side of eq 100 over the plane z= O, one gets or, .
Because of the orthogonality relation (eq 96), the above simplifies to
The surface integral over the plane Z=ZI vanishes, and one has, from eq 100, Substituting eq 103 and eq 102 in eq 101, one finally gets B= _Jlw""22 bJfJ ·b jexp ( -jaJlz' -zl) dT. 
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